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“The abolition of inheritance tax is to defend 
family fortunes”



• In the Cabinet meeting of July 9th, 1923, Mr. 
Alberto De Stefani, Finance and Treasury 
Minister, suddenly proposed the «abolition of 
inheritance taxation»;

• The proposal, unanimously approved, did not 
need parliamentary discussion, given the 
special powers granted him in October 1922, n 
order to pursue fiscal balance; 

• The Royal Decree August 20, 1923, n. 1802, 
exempted from taxation all transfers within the 
«family» (ascendants, descendants, spouses, 
siblings, uncles/aunts, nephews/nieces) – e.g., 
most of transfers, with an estimated revenue 
loss of 250 million lire;

• The abolition was justified by the «defense of 
the family», «national justice» (the South 
allegedly paid more) and the idea that it would 
have promoted savings and capital 
accumulation – including influx from abroad. 

The “quasi-abolition” of 1923



A story still waiting for its history 

• Despite the move was partly 
reverted in the 1930s, the same De 
Stefani considered it his most iconic 
measure, and wrote a “celebrating” 
paper in 1953;

• On the other side, possibly in his 
very last writing, the socialist 
Matteotti stressed the abolition of 
inheritance tax was «the only great 
financial ‘reform’ of the Fascist 
Government»;

• Historians have therefore listed the 
abolition among the most debated 
measures by De Stefani, but did not 
give it specific attention.

Giacomo Matteotti, MP, killed by 
Fascists in June 1924



This paper (and presentation)
• In the academic year 2020/21, I was awarded a 

scholarship by the Istituto Italiano di Studi Storici, for a 
project on the history of the 1923 abolition.

• This paper (a chapter of my recently submitted 
dissertation) is a first outcome: mostly based on coeval 
newspapers, journals and the like, it offers a first 
reconstruction:
• Of the debate leading to the abolition (c. 1919-23);
• Of the overlooked campaign for the abolition, carried on 

since October 1922 by Unione Notarile Italiana (UNI) and 
Associazione Bancaria Italiana (ABI) among others;

• Of the impact the move had on the press, in and outside Italy.

• Still in progress: the analysis of Minister De Stefani’s 
personal archives, held at the Bank of Italy, looking for 
more evidence on the actual “motivations”.

• Today, after briefly summarising the paper, I will try to 
focus on the open issues.



Why inheritance tax matters?

• Thanks to the work on the history of 
taxation, we know now that this was a 
crucial tax in the post-WWI tendency 
towards progressivity (Scheve and 
Stasavage 2016) – Italy is a major 
international exception;

• An interesting case of «politics of 
inequality», revealing the explicit, 
regressive nature of De Stefani’s policy –
interesting in its links with the Italian 
tradition of both political economy and 
inequality;

• Among De Stefani’s reforms of the early 
1920s, the only one that was not 
anticipated by Fascist statements and 
programmes throughout 1921-22, nor 
when taking office – and in fact, it 
seems to reflect the interaction with 
pressure groups.



«The universal tendency»
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• In the introductory Report, the Minister stressed that the abolition of inheritance tax 
«distance[d] Italy from the universal tendency of our times».

• Indeed, as documented by Scheve and Stasavage (2016), after WWI «conscription of 
capital» – although there are national histories within this trend.

• Weimar will be a reference point in the Italian debate, that might have influenced France?



The «Bolshevik finance» of 1919-20

• In 1919 and 1920, draconian marginal rates have been approved by the 
last Liberal governments - together with surtaxes, up to 102%;

• However, they applied to marginal (irrelevant?) cases (La Loggia 1923);
• As declared by the same Giovanni Giolitti, these rates (together with other 

financial measures) were meant to buy socialist support for abolishing the 
political price on bread, first step towards a balanced budget.



«Fiscal psychology» in post-WWI Italy 
• As noted by the economist Gino Borgatta 

(1922), fiscal pressure had not grown 
during the war, but the 1919-20 reforms 
created a detrimental “fiscal psychology” 
among taxpayers;

• The correspondence of the Prime Minister’s 
Office files show how 1921 and 1922 
witnessed growing protests from local 
associations of shopkeepers, industrialists, 
…, all around Italy:

• These demands were well represented by 
the Economic Parliamentary Alliance – of 
which fascist MPs like De Stefani were 
founders, and whose demands were soon 
to be enacted by the fascist government;

• But nobody had asked the abolition, and in 
November 1922, the government simply 
promised to downward revise the rats.



• Founded in Oct. 29-20, 1922, UNI promoted a campaign 
for reforming inheritance tax. Guasti’s opening report was 
printed, and republished by ABI and others, becaming the 
source of the debate;

• In July ‘23, Guasti revealed a «committee» with him, 
ABI’s (the banker association) Director general, 
Bianchini, three Finance Ministry Director Generals, 
and prof. Jannaccone, had been meeting since 
January 23;

• A proposal of “surrogate” tax – a normal levy on 
financial assets, to exempt them from the 
inheritance tax – was announced on February 22 by 
Bianchini, but provoked criticism;

• UNI (and ABI) clearly had a role: but in summer 23, 
everybody was still talking of a revision, and most of 
all, one that would not harm the fight for “pareggio”.

A successful, forgotten lobbying
Federico Guasti’s Unione Notarile Italiana (UNI)



«Nobody would have imagined…»
• Since October 1922, the new Fascist 

Government had promised to lower 
the tax rates, in line with the 1921 
Fascist manifesto;

• As testified by Rocca (1925), within 
the same Fascist party there were 
focus groups on the matter;

• The press reported rumors since 
Christmas 1922, but in Summer 1923, 
they announced the imminent 
resignation of De Stefani for the 
unsatisfactory record on public 
finances. Moreover, crucial contrasts 
with Catholics and Liberals over 
electoral reforms. 

• Notably, Mussolini’s own newspaper, 
Popolo d’Italia, is the first one to 
report the news, also interviewing 
Jannaccone.



The impact on the Italian press



The oppositions

• Of course, the socialists attacked 
the move, even in 1924, when is 
listed among the topics for 
electoral propaganda;

• Liberals are more divided, with 
Giovanni Amendola’s il Mondo
possibly being the most critical, 
but other newspapers close to the 
center-left celebrating the move;

• On the other hand, the abolition 
split the Catholic front: the 
People’s Party had been 
campaigning fiscal reform, but the 
Clergy was substantially in favor of 
both the substance and the official 
motivation to defend the family. 



The foreign press

• Issued in four languages, the 
Decree aimed at attracting 
foreign investment, and for sure 
foreign attention; 

• Einaudi is the enthusiastic 
reporter for the Economist, while 
both Times and Forbes pay much 
attention to De Stefani’s figure;

• The French press is possibly the 
most celebrating one, until 1924, 
when De Stefani’s public finance 
is indicated as an example;

• Interesting in the light of the 1926 
reduction in French top rates.



• Another “proof” of the sudden, unexpected nature 
of the 1923 abolition comes from the history of 
economic thinking;

• Maffeo Pantaleoni – the main advisor of De Stefani 
– had written a paper asking for its abolition, 
posthumously published in 1928;

• Large parts of the paper were clearly copied into 
the Ministerial Report to the Decree. But it was a 
broader, more radical argument against 
inheritance tax – the most socialist tax!

• In a separate chapter of my dissertation, I discuss 
how Pantaleoni’s regressive positions can be 
retraced in his previous work – and in particular, in 
the 1901 article against the concept of equality of 
starting points;

• While arguing for complete abolition, Pantaleoni 
acknowledged “fascism lacked support for that” –
and was, therefore, taken by surprise by the move.

An illustrious ghost writer 



An early example of ‘middle-class 
politics’?
• Among De Stefani’s measures (see also 

Bel, 2011, on privatisations), the 
abolition was the only one that could 
really appeal to a broader public – the 
‘middle classes’, the backbone of 
fascist support:

• Inheritance linked both the «moral» and 
«economic» values of the middle classes;

• The measure was presented as a tax break 
in favour of those hit by the post-war 
turbulences;

• Again in the electoral week of 1924, Popolo
d’Italia would celebrate De Stefani’s 
‘financial restauration’, and the abolition.

• Working hypothesis, to be verified by 
archival work: Mussolini’s political 
intuition, in a crucial period for the 
consolidation of the regime.



Mr. De’ Stefani: an overlooked figure
The “laissez-faire” Fascism and his Minister

Alberto De’ Stefani (1879-1969)

• Academic economist, Minister for Public Finances and 
Treasury in Mussolini’s Cabinet (1922-26);

• Early 1920s normally considered the “liberal”, laissez-
faire phase of Fascism, before the “corporatist”, 
protectionist turn.;

• The abolition (and its Decree) were a sort of 
“manifesto”: the explicit aim was to foster capital 
accumulation, “transforming [Italy] in an oasis in which 
capital and private enterprise could find the best 
conditions for productivity, and protection”. 

• In its various aspects, the episode calls for a 
reassessment:

• Historically, of De Stefani’s role and figure;

• Economically, the role of (regressive) distributive concerns (cfr. 
Alacevic and Soci, 2017), and the issues of ‘continuity’ with Liberal 
and ‘corporatist’ economics (Mattei, 2017; Michelini, 2019).

• While clearly distinct from the Austrian experience, the 
international impact of Italian ‘authoritarian neo-liberalism’ 
(Marcoaldi, 1986) deserve some historical scrutiny, within the 
broader literature on the origins of neoliberalism (Slobodian 2018)


